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We study the spin-1=2 Heisenberg model on the square lattice with first- and second-neighbor
antiferromagnetic interactions J1 and J2, which possesses a nonmagnetic region that has been debated
for many years and might realize the interesting Z2 spin liquid. We use the density matrix renormalization
group approach with explicit implementation of SUð2Þ spin rotation symmetry and study the model
accurately on open cylinders with different boundary conditions. With increasing J2, we find a Néel phase
and a plaquette valence-bond (PVB) phasewith a finite spin gap. From the finite-size scaling of the magnetic
order parameter, we estimate that the Néel order vanishes at J2=J1 ≃ 0.44. For 0.5 < J2=J1 < 0.61, we find
dimer correlations and PVB textures whose decay lengths grow strongly with increasing system width,
consistent with a long-range PVB order in the two-dimensional limit. The dimer-dimer correlations reveal
the s-wave character of the PVB order. For 0.44 < J2=J1 < 0.5, spin order, dimer order, and spin gap are
small on finite-size systems, which is consistent with a near-critical behavior. The critical exponents obtained
from the finite-size spin and dimer correlations could be compatible with the deconfined criticality in this
small region. We compare and contrast our results with earlier numerical studies.
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Introduction.—Quantum spin liquid (SL) is an exotic
state of matter where a spin system does not form a
magnetically ordered state or break lattice symmetries
even at zero temperature [1]. Understanding spin liquids
is important in frustrated magnetic systems and may also
hold clues to understanding the non-Fermi liquid of doped
Mottmaterials and high-Tc superconductivity [2].While the
exciting properties of SL such as deconfined quasiparticles
and fractional statistics have been revealed in many artifi-
cially constructed systems [3–12], the possibility of finding
spin liquids in realistic Heisenberg models has attracted
much attention over the past 20 years due to its close rela-
tion to experimental materials. The prominent example is
the kagome antiferromagnet, where recent density matrix
renormalization group (DMRG) studies point to a gapped
Z2 SL [10,13–16] characterized by a Z2 topological order
and fractionalized spinon and vison excitations [17–21].
One of the candidate models for SL is the spin-1
2
J1-J2
square Heisenberg model (SHM) with the Hamiltonian
H ¼ J1
X
hi;ji
Si · Sj þ J2
X
hhi;jii
Si · Sj; ð1Þ
where the sums hi; ji and hhi; jii run over all the nearest-
neighbor (NN) and the next-nearest-neighbor bonds, respec-
tively. We set J1 ¼ 1. The frustrating J2 couplings suppress
the Néel order and induce a nonmagnetic region around
the strongest frustration point J2 ¼ 0.5 [22–47]. Different
candidate states have been proposed based on approximate
methods or small-size exact diagonalization calculations,
such as the plaquette valence-bond (PVB) state
[26,29,32,33,35,38,46], the columnar valence-bond (CVB)
state [24,25,28], or a gapless SL [30,31,44,45]. However, the
true nature of the nonmagnetic phase remains unresolved.
Recent DMRG study of the J1-J2 SHM [40] proposed a
gapped Z2 SL for 0.41 ≤ J2 ≤ 0.62 by establishing the
absence of themagnetic and dimer orders, and bymeasuring
a positive topological entanglement entropy termclose to the
value ln 2 expected for a Z2 SL [48,49]. Very recent
variational Monte Carlo work [45] proposed a gapless Z2
SL for 0.45≲ J2 ≲ 0.6. On the other hand, recent DMRG
studies [50–52] of another bipartite frustrated system—the
J1-J2 spin-1=2 honeycomb Heisenberg model—found a
PVB phase in the nonmagnetic region, with a possible SL
phase between theNéel and PVBphases [52] or with a direct
Néel-to-PVB transition characterized by deconfined quan-
tum criticality [50–54]. These studies [51,52] also found that
in the nonmagnetic region the convergence of DMRG in
wider systems, which is controlled by the number of states
kept, is crucial for determining the true nature of the
ground state.
In this Letter, we reexamine the nonmagnetic region of the
J1-J2 SHM using DMRG with SUð2Þ spin rotation sym-
metry [55]. We obtain accurate results on wide cylinders by
keeping as many as 36000Uð1Þ-equivalent states. We find a
Néel phase below J2 ≃ 0.44 and a nonmagnetic region for
0.44 < J2 < 0.61by finite-size scaling of themagnetic order
parameter. In the nonmagnetic region, we establish a PVB
order for J2 > 0.5—in contrast to the previous proposal of a
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gappedZ2 SL [40]—by observing that the PVBdecay length
grows stronglywith increasing systemwidth.We identify the
PVB order as the s-wave plaquette [33] by studying dimer-
dimer correlations. For 0.44 < J2 < 0.5, we find that the
magnetic order, valence-bond crystal (VBC) orders, and spin
excitation gap are small on finite-size systems, suggesting
a near-critical behavior. The magnetic and dimer critical
exponents at J2 ¼ 0.5 are roughly similar to thevalues found
for the deconfined criticality in the J-Qmodels on the square
and honeycomb lattices [56–63], which is consistent with
the deconfined criticality scenario conjectured also for the
J1-J2 model in Ref. [64].
We establish the phases based on high accuracy DMRG
results on cylinders [65]. The first cylinder is the rectan-
gular cylinder (RC) with closed boundary in the y direction
and open boundaries in the x direction. We denote it as
RCLy-Lx, where Ly and Lx are the number of sites in the
y and x directions; the width of the cylinder is Wy ¼ Ly
(see the inset of Fig. 1). To study the dimers oriented in the
y direction, we can induce such an order near the open
boundaries by modifying every other NN vertical bond
on the boundary to be Jpin ≠ J1 as illustrated in Fig. 1. The
second geometry is the tilted cylinder (TC), as shown in
Fig. 4(a), when discussing VBC order.
Néel order.—The Néel order parameter m2s is defined as
m2s ¼ 1N2
P
i;jhSi · Sjiei~q·ð~ri−~rjÞ (N is the total site number),
with ~q ¼ ðπ; πÞ. We calculatem2s from the spin correlations
of the L × L sites in the middle of the RCL-2L cylinder,
which efficiently reduces boundary effects [40,66]. In
Fig. 2(a), we show m2s for different systems with L¼4–14
[67]. We show the obtained two-dimensional limit m2s;∞ in
the inset of Fig. 2(a). Such an analysis suggests that the
Néel order vanishes for J2 > 0.44.
The estimated J2 of spin order vanishing is different from
the point J2 ¼ 0.5 where the PVB order develops as found
below. One possibility is an intermediate SL phase [44,45].
Another possibility is that the system is near critical for
0.44 < J2 < 0.5. In this case, to get some idea about the
criticality, Fig. 2(b) shows the log-log plot of m2sðLÞ. m2s
approaches finite value in the Néel phase as seen for J2 ¼
0.35 and 0.4. On the other hand, we expectm2sðLÞ ∼ L−ð1þηÞ
at a critical point andm2sðLÞ ∼ L−2 in thenonmagnetic phase.
The accelerated decay of m2sðLÞ at J2 ¼ 0.55 is consistent
with vanishingNéel order: from the two largest sizes we esti-
mate m2sðLÞ ∼ L−1.82, which is quite close to m2sðLÞ ∼ L−2.
In the near-critical region, we fit the J2 ¼ 0.44 data to
L−ð1þ0.15Þ and the J2 ¼ 0.5 data (L > 8) to L−ð1þ0.44Þ. This
range of η is compatible with the findings in the J-Qmodels
on the square (η≃ 0.26–0.35) [56–62] and honeycomb
(η≃ 0.3) [63] lattices, which show continuous Néel-to-
VBC transition argued to be in the deconfined criticality
class, so our model is compatible with this scenario as well.
VBC orders.—We introduce the “pinning” bonds Jpin ≠
J1 on boundaries to induce a vertical dimer pattern and
FIG. 1 (color online). Phase diagram of spin-1=2 J1-J2 SHM
obtained by our SUð2Þ DMRG studies. With growing J2, the
model has a Néel phase for J2 < 0.44 and a PVB phase for
0.5 < J2 < 0.61. Between these two phases, the finite-size mag-
netization and spin gap appear small in our calculations, consistent
with a near-critical behavior. The main panel shows Néel order
parameter ms and spin gap ΔT in the thermodynamic limit. The
inset is a sketch of a RC4-6 cylinder; Jpin shows the modified odd
vertical bonds providing the boundary pinning for dimer orders.
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FIG. 2 (color online). (a) m2s plotted versus 1=L for RCL-2L
cylinder with L ¼ 4; 6; 8; 10; 12; 14; lines are polynomial fits up
to fourth order. The inset is J2 dependence of the obtained
magnetic order in the 2D limit m2s;∞. (b) Same data as (a) shown
as log-log plot of m2s versus width L.
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measure the decay length of the dimer order parameter
(DOP) texture from the edge to the middle of the cylinder
[40,64]. The vertical DOP (vDOP) is defined as the
difference between the strong and weak vertical bond
energies. In Fig. 3(a), we show a log-linear plot of the
vDOP for J2 ¼ 0.5 and Jpin ¼ 2.0 on long cylinders. We
find that, although the amplitude of the vDOP texture
changes with Jpin, the decay length ξy is independent of Jpin
(see Supplemental Material [68]). In the inset of Fig. 3(a)
we compare our ξy with those in Ref. [40]. We observe
consistency forWy ≤ 8, but disagreement forWy ≥ 10 [69].
The disagreement might originate from less good conver-
gence in Ref. [40]. Our results are fully converged by
keeping 16 000 (24 000) states for Ly ¼ 10 (12) systems. In
Fig. 3(b), we show thewidth dependence of ξy for various J2.
ξy grows slowly and saturates on wide cylinders for
J2 < 0.5, demonstrating the vanishing VBC order. For
J2 > 0.5, ξy grows faster than linear, suggesting nonzero
vDOP in the 2D limit. In addition to the vertical dimer, the
system also has the horizontal bond dimer with an exponen-
tially decaying horizontal DOP (hDOP). In Fig. 3(c), we
show that the hDOP decay length ξx also grows strongly for
J2 > 0.5. The coexisting nonzero horizontal and vertical
dimer orders suggest a PVB state.
We also study the dimer structure factors SVBC and Scol
defined in Ref. [33]; the former detects both the PVB and
CVB orders while the latter is nonzero only for the CVB
order. We take RCL-2L cylinders without pinning and
calculate the structure factors using the dimer correlations
of the middle L × L sites. The picture of the dimer corre-
lations is consistent with the s-wave plaquette state [33]. The
finite-size extrapolations show that while SVBC=N possibly
approaches finite values for J2 > 0.5, Scol=N clearly
approaches zero, which definitely excludes the CVB order.
To explicitly demonstrate PVB order, we study the TC
obtained by cutting the cylinder along the J2 direction and
trimming every other site on the boundary as shown in
Fig. 4(a). We label it as TCLy-Lx, where Ly and Lx denote
the number of square plaquettes along the y and x directions;
thewidth of the cylinder isWy ¼
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
Ly. The trimmed edges
induce strong PVB order on the boundaries. We denote the
sum of the four NN bond energies of a “strong” red (“weak”
blue) plaquette as Es (Ew) and define the plaquette DOP
(pDOP) as the difference betweenEs andEw, which is found
to decay exponentially with a decay length ξP. In Fig. 4(b),
we find strong growth of ξP withWy for J2 > 0.5, consistent
with a PVB state. By studying the log-log plot of the VBC
order parameter versus system size (see Supplemental
Material [68]), we estimate the anomalous exponent of
dimer correlations ηVBC ≃ 0.4 at J2 ¼ 0.5, which is not far
from estimates in the deconfined criticality scenario in the
J-Q models on square (ηVBC ≃ 0.25) [56–62] and honey-
comb (ηVBC ≃ 0.28) [63] lattices.
Spin gap and ground-state energy.—We calculate the
spin gap ΔT on the RCL-2L cylinders up to L ¼ 10
following the method from Ref. [14]: We sweep the ground
state first, and then target the S ¼ 1 sector sweeping the
middle L × L sites to avoid edge excitations. In Figs. 5(a)
and 5(b), we show energies versus the DMRG truncation
error for the RC10-20 cylinder at J2 ¼ 0.5 in the S ¼ 0 and
S ¼ 1 sectors. In both plots we have subtracted the ground-
state energy −99.022ð1Þ obtained by the extrapolation in
Fig. 5(a). We find that we need about twice as many states
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FIG. 3 (color online). (a) Log-linear plot of vDOP for J2 ¼ 0.5
and Jpin ¼ 2.0 on the RC cylinder. The inset is the comparison of
width dependence of the vertical dimer decay length ξy with
Ref. [40]. (b),(c) ξy and ξx versusWy on RC cylinders with Jpin ¼
2.0 for a range of J2 shown with the same symbols in both panels.
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to achieve the same energy error in the S ¼ 1 sector as in
the S ¼ 0 sector. The difficulty to reach the convergent
energy in the S ¼ 1 sector may explain the overestimate of
the spin gap in the earlier work [40]: We find ΔT ≃ 0.207
while Ref. [40] estimates ΔT ≃ 0.248. We obtain accurate
spin gaps by keeping up to 36000 states at Ly ¼ 10, which
sets the limit of our simulations.
Figure 5(c) shows the finite-size extrapolations of ΔT .
In our fits, we find ΔT extrapolating vanishing for
J2 ≤ 0.48, consistent with the Néel order for J2 ≤ 0.44.
For J2 ¼ 0.5 and 0.55, ΔTðL→ ∞Þ is fitted to 0.018
0.01 and 0.04 0.01, respectively; this is compatible with
a VBC phase.
Summary and discussion.—We have studied the ground
state of spin-1=2 J1-J2 SHM by accurate SUð2Þ DMRG
simulations.We find aNéel order persisting up to J2 ¼ 0.44.
Contrary to the previous proposals of gapped Z2 SL from
DMRG [40] or gapless Z2 SL from variational Monte Carlo
calculations [45], we establish an s-wave PVB state for J2 >
0.5 by observing rapidly growing characteristic lengths of
both the vertical and horizontal dimer orders on different
cylinders.Between theNéel andPVBphases,we find a near-
critical region that could be compatible with the deconfined
criticality scenario. However, since the system in this region
has large correlation length scales that can be comparable to
or even larger than the system widths we can approach, we
cannot exclude a possible gapless SL region proposed in
variational studies [44,45]. We hope that future studies on a
larger system size, either pushing DMRG further or using
new techniques such as tensor network, will be able to
resolve between these scenarios more clearly.
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